In the preceding paper1 a normed linear space B is called sc (sm) if B is isomorphic to a space for which the unit sphere is strictly convex (smooth). Many special spaces were investigated to determine which, if either, of these properties they possessed, but at that time the behavior of the spaces of summable functions over arbitrary measure spaces was not determined in full.
Let p. be a measure defined over the class of measurable sets in some space X. It was proved in SCM, Theorem 11, that L(p), the space of //-summable functions on X, is sm if and only if X is a-finite under p; that is, if and only if X is the union of countably many sets of finite //-measure. It was also proved in SCM, (v) that every L(u) is sc if and only if every L(<p) is sc, where <p is a measure for which the measure of the whole space is finite. In this paper we use some results of Maharam2 on the structure of measure algebras to prove that every L(<p) is sc. This gives the necessary information to determine the position of the L(p) spaces in the table of the introduction of SCM, and gives the general result stated in the title of this note.
The theorems of Maharam which we need for our proof are stated in terms of measure algebras. Maharam, Theorem 2, asserts that a measure algebra which is nonatomic is a union of countably many homogeneous measure algebras. Maharam, Theorem 1, characterizes homogeneous measures as simple product measures. Since we are interested in the 7,-space over the measure algebra rather than in the measure algebra itself, we shall state here the results we want in terms of 7,-spaces.
If 7 is an index set, let 21 be the product of 7 copies of the set containing only the real numbers -1 and 1. In 2l define the product measure ir of 7 copies of the elementary measure which assigns to each of the points -1 and 1 the measure 1/2. Then if X is a space with finite, nonatomic measure <j>, Maharam's results assert that 7,(0) can be written as a countable direct sum L(qb) = 22n>o Ln so that (1955) pp. 516-528. That paper will be referred to throughout the remainder of this paper as SCM; see it for a list of papers pertinent to this subject.
(a) if gEL(<p) corresponds to {gn}, where for each n gnEL", then lid! = 2» \\gn\\, and (b) for each n L" is a space L(<j>") where <pn is defined on a product space 27» and on that space d>n is a multiple, c"t", of the product measure, where also each c"^0, and for each m^n the cardinal number of Im is not that of /".
Hence, if <p is a finite measure, then L(<p) is the /i-sum y"ln>n L", where L0 = L(<p0) and e/>0 is the atomic part of <p; where for n>0, Ln = L(4>n) and </>" is a multiple, </>"=cnxn, of product measure on a space 2In; where also each c" = 0 and where if m^n the cardinal number of Im is not that of In. Theorem 4 of SCM asserts that the separable space L0 is sc. The Corollary of Theorem 6 of SCM asserts that the /i-sum of sc spaces is sc. Since for each n with c">0 L(d>n) is isomorphic to L(irn), each L(<j>n) is sc if each L(ir) is sc. It follows from this reduction that to prove every L(<p) sc it suffices to prove every L(ir) sc, no matter how large the index set I may be.
Let J consist of all the finite subsets j of I, including the empty subset 0; define f0(x) = 1 for all x in 27; for each i in I define/,(x) = ith coordinate of x; define /,(x) = Hie;/i (x) for all x in 21 ii j is a nonempty member of /. For each g in L(ir) let Ug be the function on J defined for each j by Ug(j) =ffjgdir, where the integral extends over all of 21.
It will suffice for our purposes to prove that the function U has the following properties:
(1) For each g in L(ir) Ug is in c0(J), the set of functions vanishing at infinity on the discrete space /, (2) For each g in L(ir)\\ f/g||eo(/)^||g||i,{r), (3) If gEL(w) and Ug = 0, then \\g\\ =0.
The proof that (1) is true is essentially the proof that the Fourier coefficients of a summable function tend to zero. To give the proof in detail, observe first that for each j | c7g(j)| = |//,goV| ^/|g|a'7r = I Ml n"t, because |/y(x) | = 1 for all j and all x in 2'. This proves that UgEm(J), the space of bounded real functions on J, and that || Ug\\m<j) =lubySJ | Ug(j)\ ^||g||r.r»). But for arbitrary/ and km J set m equal to the symmetric difference of j and k; that is, iEm if and only if i is in precisely one of the sets j and k; then the product fi(x)fk(x)=fm(x) for all x in 21. Since the /,-, iEI, are independent functions on 21, f fjfkdv = f fmdT =11 f fid* = 0 if j * k.
Hence the functions jj and fk are orthogonal elements of L2(ir) if jj^k. Now if gEL2(ir), Bessel's inequality shows that UgEU(J); this License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
